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Shadow Dribbling:  Avoiding Touch in Two's Mirror (Add Cone):  Player on ball dribbles with side to side movements; the other player with a ball mirrors that player.  Players stay in between cones.  Time: 5 min.   Coaching Points: Work in stretching during this exercise and make sure your ratio of positive comments to instructional comments is 4:1 throughout the session.  Player on ball first should be creative using feints and other deceptive movements. 

1v2 Transition: Dribble around Ball for Another 1v2:  Place two balls 15 yards apart.  These balls act as goals.  One player attacks 2 defenders.  This attacker attempts to score by hitting ball while other attacker rests.  When a defender wins ball, he/she must dribble around own goal before going forward to score, thus starting another 1v2 situation.  Time: 15 min.   Coaching Points: Once defender has won the ball, he/she should transition quickly around their ball in order to get forward before the defense has gotten organized.  This can be done by dribbling or passing to teammate.   Find positive moments to comment on, create some excitement for players.  

1v1 Big Goal and Outside the Box:   Attacking player goes 1v1 with the player in the box and tries to score on the big goal.  When defender wins the ball they dribble outside of the 18 yard box.  Either a shot on goal or when the ball goes outside the 18 yard box the play is over.  Time: 15 min.   Coaching Points: Player on ball must avoid confrontations by keeping first touch away from pressure and keeping head up. When coming out of defensive third look for ways to buy time by dribbling away from goal and into space.  Use your first touch to get away from pressure and to create a passing opportunity.

  7v7 w/ GK's:  Each team plays in a 2-3-2 formation with big goals and GK's. (see pg. 37; doc. 310 56)  Time:  55 min.   Coaching Points:  Coach over the game as much as possible and keep it fun.  Become a fan!     


